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Follow up 
Below you will find the summary of the group discussions from the seminar, based on input from all 

the groups. There were many valuable suggestions. Of course there will not be resources to follow up 

all of them. Most important, LATICE will arrange a yearly meeting for the community, depending on 

available funding. This will be planned for October or November  month each year.  

Summary from group discussions 
The discussion was organized in five groups; one with the PhD students, one with the 

postdocs and three with researchers/university staff. The five groups presented their main 

responses and ideas in plenary, and provided short bullet-point reports. The following 

summarizes the reports. 

 

Challenges given to the groups 

The participants were asked to address the following questions: 

1. Suggest measures to improve co-operation among the present actors within this 
research field: 

a. For research 
b. For education and supervision 

 
2. How would you like to have workshops / seminars / excursions in the next five years (or 

so) within this research field? 
 

3. Suggest how to improve the co-ordination and co-operation of: 
a. Field sites 
b. Field infrastructure 
c. Model development and applications 

 

Proposals for network meetings 

 Regular gatherings/meetings was suggested by all groups to establish and strengthen 

beneficial working relationships between players  

 At least once per year, some suggested 2 times a year (lunch to lunch is a very nice 

format for network meetings) 

 Including PhD students and post-docs is important 

 Include a poster session to facilitate “constructive mingling” 

 Special session at next meeting concentrating on interactions between data collectors 

and modelers? 
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 Keep the interdisciplinary approach/format of the meetings. Themed sessions/ breakout 
groups that maintain the interdisciplinary aspect, but focus on specific topics. For 
example, we don’t draw together ecologists into one group and meteorologists into 
another, but rather into themes relating to i.e. permafrost, or coastal dynamics etc. 

 Establish topic hubs, e.g. shrub hub or forest hub etc, that could have Skype meetings 
and web-page information 

 There could be a session specifically for those wishing to get feedback or help with 
problems relating to relevant work. This could be more of a round table idea. 

 Getting transport/accommodation funding for the network meetings would help 

 Change name of seminar? Suggestions mentioned: Biogeosciences, Ecological 

climatology, Terrestrial climatology 

 Keep the meetings in Norway, but they could be arranged in different cities or even at 

field-sites. 

 Invite key-note speakers from abroad to expand the network/facilitate international 

cooperation 

  

Other proposals for improved research cooperation 

 Mailing list or website for network. Many projects represented at the meeting have their 
own websites/blogs/twitter feeds. It would be nice to have a page with an overview and 
links to them all. 

 There was a unanimous agreement that there should be more field visits, both long and 
short. We could even post field assistant positions on the web page platform mentioned 
above. 

 Model development as summer school, including a hierarchy of models 

 Organize model tutorials (for example, for PhD/MSc education)? Ben Smith’s LPJ student 

model version as one pedagogic example. Provide a formal channel for teaching students 

land (climate) model structure and how to apply them. 

 Bridge data collectors with modelers through site-level simulations, a key to getting 

training with land models, and good to have as an integral design in PhD projects. Need a 

hierarchical approached to development of models  that involves all 

students/researchers but allocate one resident expert to supervise 

 Arrange specific meetings to agree upon unified sampling protocols for field-data, 

relevant for ecological climatology 

 Establish common supersites, where several research groups within the network can 

take advantages of common infrastructure, data etc 

Education/PhD courses 

 Coordinated rather than ad hoc course design: make survey as a start, provide media for 

suggesting MSc/PhD topics – a good way to connect different research 

groups/institutions 

 Low cost to invite collaborators through PhD co-supervision 
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 Seek CHESS funding for PhD courses -- need to apply for more + advertise CHESS in the 

network 

Funding issues 

 Pursue strategic funding for long-term sustained networking 

 To facilitate the network by inviting NFR representatives to the meetings 

 Assess possibilities for establishing Cost Action and NordForsk networks 


